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Thin perpendicular magnetic anisotropy films between two soft ferromagnetic layers have the

nuclei for magnetization inversion at the bifurcations of their characteristic stripe domain pattern.

The inverted nuclei induce vortex-antivortex pairs in the soft magnetic layers that exhibit a corre-

lated motion extending several lm along the magnetic stripes during magnetization reversal. The

sense of motion is completely determined by the topology of the magnetic bifurcations causing

vortex-antivortex pairs to propagate in opposite senses depending on their polarities. This is a

robust effect that might have practical applications. These findings are based on X-ray microscopy

and micromagnetic calculations. Published by AIP Publishing.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4984898]

Magnetic vortex-antivortex (V-AV) pairs have a topol-

ogy characterized by skyrmion number Q¼ 0 or 1 depending

on their relative polarity.1 They emerge in a variety of

dynamical processes such as vortex core reversal in magnetic

dots,2,3 Walker breakdown in domain wall propagation along

magnetic nanowires,4,5 or in phase control of spin torque

nano-oscillators.6 Also, different memory schemes have

been proposed based on the propagation of vortices by the

nanocontact stray field7 or vortex-antivortex pairs in permal-

loy nanowires.8

Magnetic textures with Q¼ 0 (bubbles),9 Q¼ 1/2 (mer-

ons),10 and Q¼ 1 (dipolar skyrmions)9 have been nucleated

in a controlled way in RE-TM multilayers and alloys

(RE¼Nd, Gd; TM¼Co, Fe) by properly adjusting material

parameters such as out-of-plane magnetic anisotropy (KN),

exchange stiffness, (A) and saturation magnetization (MS)9

or by surface patterning.11 In these materials, when KN< 1=2
l0MS

2 [named hereafter weak perpendicular magnetic

anisotropy (wPMA)], the magnetization is arranged in peri-

odic stripe domain patterns along an in-plane direction

defined by the last saturating field.12 This stripe pattern is

locked in place by rotatable anisotropy and reconfigurable

through magnetic history.11,13 These two properties provide

the basis for tunable magnetic devices14 and have been used

for the guided propagation of superconducting vortices in

magnetic/superconducting hybrids.15,16

Stray fields and exchange interactions can be used to

imprint complex magnetic textures as bubbles or skyrmions

on soft magnetic layers in multilayers combining perpendic-

ular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) and in-plane anisotropy

materials.10,17,18 For example, in NiFe/NdCo(wPMA)/GdCo

multilayers, the stripe pattern of the central NdCo layer is

replicated at the top NiFe and bottom GdCo layers,19 includ-

ing linear defects in the stripe pattern such as dislocations

(bifurcations and endpoints). At the onset of in-plane

magnetization reversal, magnetic textures such as Q¼ 1

Bloch points (BP) and Q¼ 1/2 merons appear in the central

NdCo layer and drive the nucleation of reversed nuclei in the

permalloy layer.19 Then, the geometry of the stripe pattern

and localized asymmetries of the stray field may be used to

confine and guide the propagation of these reversed domains

in the permalloy layer, without physical patterning.

Here, we report on the propagation of magnetic vortex-

antivortex pairs with opposite polarities (i.e., Q¼ 1) during

the magnetization reversal process of NiFe/NdCo/GdCo

multilayers under the effect of pulsed magnetic fields.

Element resolved magnetic transmission x-ray microscopy

and micromagnetic simulations show that preferred nucle-

ation of reversed magnetic domains occurs at dislocations in

the stripe pattern. The propagation in the permalloy layer of

vortex-antivortex pairs from these dislocations is guided by

the stray field of a pair of up/down stripe domains in the

NdCo layer underneath, which results in a deterministic and

predictable sense of motion of both singularities.

Magnetic trilayers consisting on 40 nm Ni80Fe20/60 nm

Nd16Co84/40 nm Gd12Co88 [Fig. 1(a)] were grown on 50 nm

thick Si3N4 membranes by dc magnetron sputtering as

reported previously.19 Gd12Co88 is a ferrimagnetic alloy with

MS¼ 6� 105 A/m and in-plane uniaxial anisotropy20 Ku

¼ 4.6� 103 J/m3. Nd16Co84 is an amorphous ferromagnetic11

alloy with MS¼ 7� 105 A/m and PMA KN� 105 J/m3.

Permalloy Ni80Fe20 has MS¼ 8.5� 105 A/m and in-plane

Ku¼ 850 J/m3. Strains during growth may induce a weak

PMA in the permalloy layer15 of the order KN� 104 J/m3,

too low to induce out-of-plane domains in the samples

investigated.

As described previously,10,19 element specific magnetic

contrast imaging can be achieved using the transmission

microscope of the Mistral Beamline at Alba synchrotron21,22

by tuning the circularly polarized X-rays to the appropriate
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atomic absorption energy of an element. Here, we report

images of the magnetization of the upper permalloy layer

acquired at the L3 Fe absorption energy. The X-ray angle of

incidence was set at h¼ 30� from the film normal, in order to

have sensitivity to Mx and Mz magnetization components.

The sample was first imaged at remanence after saturating it

with an in-plane field l0Hx¼ 225 mT, and then, negative Hx

pulses of 20 ls duration and variable amplitude were applied

in-situ to monitor the magnetization reversal.

Magnetic domain images were compared with micromag-

netic simulations of magnetization reversal. Calculations were

performed using the finite difference23 code MuMax,3 with a

discretization into cells of dimensions of 5� 5 � 3 nm3 for a

total of 3840� 3840� 141 nm3 and material parameters for

each sublayer obtained from the magnetic characterization.19

MuView code was used for visualization.24 Simulated X-ray

image contrasts were obtained from the calculated micromag-

netic configurations by evaluating the contribution to the

dichroic absorption factor of each cell along the X-ray beam

path (see the details in the supplementary material).

Figure 1 shows a sketch of the simulated stripe domain

pattern in the trilayer at remanence after saturating it with

an in-plane field l0Hx¼ 225 mT. In the central NdCo layer,

the magnetization is organized in parallel up/down 6Mz

domains with period K, separated by Bloch walls in which

in-plane magnetization Mx is maximum. Due to topological

restrictions,25 in-plane magnetization reversal occurs by the

propagation of head-to-head (Q¼�1) or tail-to-tail (Q¼þ1)

Bloch points moving along these Bloch walls [Fig. 1(b)]. In

the top NiFe layer, the magnetization follows the closure

domain pattern (white/black arrows along the y axis) induced

by the Mz magnetization in the central layer. Regions of My

> 0 and My < 0 are separated by Neel walls in which Mx is

maximum. Additionally, the top layer has Mx and Mz magne-

tization contributions imprinted by the middle layer. The pat-

tern of closure domains across the multilayer thickness

originates a shift of the Neel walls (Mx maximum) by K/4 in

the NiFe layer, which results in the arrangement shown in

Fig. 1(b). As it will be clear in what follows, this K/4 shift is

essential for the lateral confinement of vortex-antivortex pairs

in the NiFe layer during magnetization reversal.

FIG. 1. (a) Magnetization configuration in a 40 nm NiFe/60 nm NdCo/40 nm

GdCo trilayer at remanence (lateral view): the stray field of up/down stripe

domains in the central NdCo layer creates a pattern of closure domains in

top/bottom NiFe/GdCo layers. The stripe domain period K is indicated by

the double arrow. (b) Sketch of the relative position of up/down stripe

domains in the NdCo central layer (white/black indicates the þMz/�Mz

domains) and the closure structure in the NiFe top layer (top view). Note

that the lines of maximum Mx (horizontal arrows) are shifted by K/4

between NdCo and NiFe layers. A head-to-head Bloch point (double trian-

gle) at a domain wall of the central layer is also sketched.

FIG. 2. (a) and (b) Magnetic images of

the propagation of reversed domains in

the NiFe layer under a sequence of Hx

pulses, as indicated in each panel. The

signs of (Mx, Mz) magnetizations at

different locations are indicated and

also the separation d of the reversed

branches. (c) Length of the reversed

stripes vs. field amplitude for branches

(open symbols) and central stripes

(filled symbols). The reversed central

stripes have either Mz > 0 (squares

and circles) or Mz< 0 (triangles).

Positive/negative x corresponds to the

right/left propagation of the reversed

domain. The pair of (�, �) curves has

been vertically shifted for clarity. (d)

Average separation between the

inverted branch and the central stripe

[d in panel (a)] vs. field amplitude.
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Figure 2 shows two sequences of images from different

regions in the NiFe layer, acquired after applying reversed

field pulses of increasing amplitude. In the initial state, the

images display a pattern of bright/dark parallel stripes ori-

ented along the x direction of period K¼ 250 nm. Due to the

oblique incidence of the X-rays and the sample mounting

geometry, the image contrast depends on Mx and Mz and is

not sensitive to My. As indicated by arrows in Fig. 2(a), paral-

lel stripes with (Mx, Mz) having signs (þ,þ) and (þ,�) run

parallel to the x axis. Magnetic defects in the pattern (disloca-

tions) are indicated by Y1 and Y2 and consist of a bifurcation

and an end-point in the middle of the bifurcation. The appli-

cation of reversed field pulses originates the appearance of

two additional contrast levels that can be assigned to (�, þ)

and (�, �) magnetizations.19 For example, dislocation Y1 in

Fig. 2(a) is composed of a dark stripe bifurcation and a white

end-point in the initial state, but after a l0Hx ¼�23 mT field

pulse, the magnetic contrast at the lower bifurcation branch

and the central stripe becomes darker, indicating Mx reversal.

Upon increasing the pulsed field amplitude, these reversed

regions expand towards the right of the image (positive x),

propagating along the lines defined by the stripe pattern. The

sequence shown in Fig. 2(b) starts at Y2, a dislocation com-

posed of a white stripe bifurcation and a dark central end-

point, with the reversed domain expanding towards the nega-

tive x direction. The lengths of reversed domains upon increas-

ing the field amplitude are plotted in Fig. 2(c). In a typical

case, e.g., circles in Fig. 2(c), the reversed branch (�) and

reversed central stripe (�) expand in a correlative fashion at

low fields (from 21 mT to 25 mT) for about 5 lm along the

stripe pattern, with a slightly longer reversed branch (ca.

0.5–1 lm). At larger fields, this motion becomes uncoupled

and, even, a backward jump is observed in the central stripe

(�) at 27 mT.

Some general features can be extracted from the analysis

of the propagation of 17 different reversed domains observed

in our measurements: (i) reversed domains are guided by the

lines defined by the local stripe pattern, (ii) the preferred

propagation sense is towards the left (negative x) for dark

central stripes [as in Fig. 2(b)] and towards the right (positive

x) for bright central stripes [Fig. 2(a)], (iii) the observed

propagation occurs by discrete jumps typical for an activated

process during the applied field pulse that relaxes to local

pinning sites when the sample is imaged at remanence [short

backwards jumps are also observed in Fig. 2(c)], (iv) at low

fields, a correlated motion of the reversed branch and central

stripe is observed with the reversed branch moving ahead in

90% of the cases, (v) average separation d between the

reversed branch/central stripe increases with the applied field

amplitude [see Fig. 2(d)] until they become uncoupled for

distances above ca. 1 lm.

Micromagnetic simulations of the trilayer reveal that the

observed reversed domains in the top NiFe layer are linked

to Bloch point propagation in the central NdCo layer. Figure

3(a) shows a snapshot of a reversal process starting from a

dislocation with a black central stripe (�Mz) in which a

Q¼�1 head-to-head BP25 has moved along the upper dislo-

cation branch to the left (at the location indicated by the dou-

ble triangle), leaving behind a Q¼ 1/2 meron localized at

the dislocation core (curved arrow).10 However, due to

asymmetries in the closure magnetization pattern, the rever-

sal is not homogeneous across the trilayer thickness19 and,

for the dislocation in Fig. 3, the reversed domain is localized

near the top sample surface, i.e., mainly within the NiFe

layer [see the dashed triangle in Fig. 3(b)]. A closer look at

the propagating domain wall at the top surface [inset in Fig.

3(a)] reveals that the BP is dissociated into a vortex with

negative polarity (�Mz core) and an antivortex with positive

polarity (þMz core). V and AV are located along the lines of

maximum Mx which in the top layer lie just on top of the

black (Mz< 0) and white (Mz > 0) domains, respectively.

Therefore, they have opposite polarities, which correspond

to Q ¼�1, identical to that of the BP in the central plane.1

Figure 3(c) shows a calculated X-ray magnetic contrast

image of the NiFe layer simulated in Fig. 3(a) that compares

well with the experimental image [Fig. 3(d)]. In both cases,

there is a clear difference between the reversed branch and

the central stripe domain lengths attributed to the dissociated

V-AV pair.

The observed configuration is similar to V-BP-AV struc-

tures reported in polarity switching processes of magnetic

vortices in permalloy dots,2 but, in the present case, the

FIG. 3. (a) Micromagnetic simulation of magnetization reversal in a 40 nm

NiFe/60 nm NdCo/40 GdCo nm trilayer: the inset shows a vortex-antivortex

pair at the NiFe surface, and the large panel corresponds to the central NdCo

layer with up(white)/down(black) stripe domains that guide the V-AV prop-

agation. In-plane reversal in the central layer occurs by the propagation of a

Bloch point away from the dislocation along the boundary between up/down

domains (it is located behind the inset at the position indicated by the double

triangle). The curved arrow indicates a meron at the dislocation core. (b)

Cross-section (y-z) of a reversed domain across the trilayer thickness. Note

that it is localized in the dashed triangle near the top sample surface. (c)

Simulated X-ray microscopy image of the NiFe layer from the micromag-

netic configuration in (a). (d) Experimental image of a reversed domain in

the NiFe layer. The scale bar is 0.5 lm.
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propagation is in-plane (different from the propagation

across the thickness in nanodots2). Also, it is interesting to

note that, in spite of their opposite polarities, these V-AV

pairs propagate along linear distances of several microns

guided by the stripe pattern of the trilayers, whereas in single

layer permalloy nanowires, linear propagation is restricted to

the same polarity pairs over hundredths of nm.8

The topological characteristics of dislocations and the

structure of closure domains impose strong restrictions to the

nucleation of reversed domains: first, in-plane reversal in the

central layer by the propagation of a BP away from the dislo-

cation core [dotted arrows in Fig. 4(a)] implies the reversal

of the two adjacent MX lines in the top layer [continuous hor-

izontal arrows in Fig. 4(a)], one on top of the central stripe

and the other on top of the bifurcated branch. This results in

the dissociation of the BP into a pair of magnetic textures

(i.e., the V-AV pair). Second, for positive MX remanence,

reversed domains can only appear on the top NiFe layer19 at

dislocations with either a black central stripe pointing to the

right [Fig. 4(a)] or a white central stripe pointing to the left

[Fig. 4(b)]. This selection rule, fulfilled in 100% of the

experimental cases,19 also restricts the possible V-AV pairs

that can propagate in the NiFe layer. For the dislocation

sketched in Fig. 4(a), Mx reversal implies the propagation of

head-to-head magnetic textures towards the left of the image.

Also, since it is a white bifurcation/black central stripe dislo-

cation, My closure domains at the top surface point towards

the central stripe [vertical arrows in Fig. 4(a)]. Therefore, in

the magnetic texture localized at the central stripe, magneti-

zation points inwards at all in-plane directions (i.e., it is a

radial inward vortex with negative polarity), whereas for the

magnetic texture at the reversed bifurcation branch, the mag-

netization points inwards along x and outwards along y (i.e.,

it is an AV with positive polarity). The other possible dislo-

cation geometry is sketched in Fig. 4(b), and we find again a

V propagating along the central stripe and an AV at the

reversed branch but with reversed polarities. In the micro-

magnetic simulations of Fig. 3, these purely radial vortices

sketched in Fig. 4 decay into helical vortices due to the effect

of exchange and in-plane anisotropy but keeping the same

chirality and polarity. The propagation of V-AV pairs at top/

bottom sample surfaces has also been observed in micromag-

netic simulations of magnetization reversal of the bottom

GdCo layer (Ku¼ 4.6� 103 J/m3 and KN¼ 0) in NiFe/NdCo/

GdCo trilayers and in single NdCo layers (Ku¼ 0 and

KN¼ 105 J/m3). This indicates that this reversal mechanism

is a general feature of the stripe domain pattern in wPMA

materials and does not depend on the particular anisotropy

values of the chosen materials for each layer.

The experimental features of reversed domain expansion

observed in Fig. 2 are in agreement with a simplified model

of V-AV pair propagation under a lateral confining potential4

that predicts faster propagation of AV than V [AV in the

bifurcation branch reverses ahead of V at the central stripe as

seen in Fig. 2(c)] and a linear increase in V-AV separation as

a function of the applied field [see the increasing distance vs.
field trend in Fig. 2(d)]. Therefore, due to the dislocation and

stray field geometry, the in-plane Hx separates vortices of

opposite polarities towards opposite x senses. This effect is

very robust as it is protected by long range order in the stripe

pattern, and it could be of use in vortex propagation memory

schemes.

In summary, we have reported a detailed microscopic

understanding of the magnetization reversal of magnetic

multilayer structures combining wPMA materials with soft

magnetic layers. The stripe domain pattern in the wPMA

central layer is used to control the nucleation and propaga-

tion of magnetic textures in the top permalloy layer.

Preferred nucleation of reversed domains occurs at disloca-

tions within the stripe domain pattern. Inversion in the top

NiFe layer proceeds by the creation of a vortex located in the

central stripe and an antivortex located in a bifurcation

branch with opposite polarities (Q ¼�1). V and AV exhibit

a correlated motion along the magnetic stripes extending up

to 5 lm, with increasing separation with the field intensity

reaching ca. 1 lm for fields of 25 mT. Due to topological

restrictions in magnetization reversal at dislocation cores,

vortices of opposite polarities are driven towards opposite x
senses by the in-plane field. Our findings pave the way for

controlling the dynamics of magnetic singularities, which

might be of use in the transport of magnetic information.

See supplementary material for a description of the cal-

culation method of X-ray magnetic microscopy images from

micromagnetic simulations.
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